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Classes of Wecken maps of surfaces with boundary 
Abstract 
Let F: 111 + Al be a self-map of a hyperbolic surface with boundary. If F is both .simp/r 
and W-~lltrr-rrc,/rrisric,. we present a formula for the Nielsen number N(F) which depends only on 
the induced map F# of the fundamental group. We list several distinct classes of maps which are 
simple, and use the fact that if Al is the pants surface, i.e., the disc with two holes, we can find a 
map F’ in one of these classes such that ,V(F) = N(F’) and AIF[F] = MF[F’] where IZIF[F] 
denotes the minimum number of tixed points of any map homotopic to F. Using Kelly’s formulas 
for the minimum number for self-maps of the pants surface, we determined which maps satisfy 
the We&en property N(F) = AIF[F]. 
Kr~~~~rdst Nielsen number: Fixed points; Minimum number 
Introduction 
Given a self-map. F : Af + A1 of a hyperbolic surface with boundary, that is x(M) < 
0, we wish to obtain information about the fixed point set, Fix(F) = {X E AI ) F(z) = 
.r}. In particular, we are interested in finding the minimum number AIF[F] of fixed 
points among all maps homotopic to F. i.e., AIF[F] = min{#Fix(F’) 1 F’ - F}. 
The Nielsen number, N(F), gives a lower bound for the number of fixed points of 
F, and because of its homotopy invariance, it is a lower bound for MF[F]. If N(F) = 
MF[F]. we will say that F is a We~kerz map. If all self-maps of AI are Wecken. then 
~11 is said to be Wecken. 
In 1984-l 985, Jiang 13.41 demonstrated that hyperbolic surfaces are not Wecken. Later, 
using Nielsen’s and Thurston’s work with hyperbolic surfaces, Jiang and Guo [.5,6] proved 
that all homeomorphisms of surfaces are Wecken. 
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The goal of this paper is to determine if there are classes of maps, other than home- 
omorphisms, which always satisfy A;‘(F) = MF[F]. In Section 1, we present the nec- 
essary definitions and results from [8] which will enable us to write a formula for the 
Nielsen number. In Section 2. we write a formula for calculating N(F) for a map which 
is W-characteristic and satisfies another condition, that of being simple. In Section 3, we 
introduce a classification of maps based on ]7] which is complete, in a sense, on the 
pants surface, that is the disc with two holes. In Sections 4 and 5, we consider maps of 
the pants surface and compare our results concerning N(F) to the formula for MF[F] 
given by [7] in order to determine which maps are Wecken. 
1. Definitions and results 
Let F : M + M be a self-map of a hyperbolic surface with boundary. Given a point 
20, the fundamental group 571 (Al, 20) can be represented by the union C of simple closed 
oriented curves, Ci , . . , C,,, in Al, which meet only at the point x0. Therefore, we can 
represent the induced map F# of the fundamental group by a map f : C + C. Since 
M is homotopy equivalent to C and the Nielsen number is a homotopy-type invariant 
PI, N(F) = N(f) d an so to calculate Nielsen numbers, we need only consider self- 
maps of C. We can identify ~1 (M. Q) with the free group G on the letters al, . , a, 
by associating the homotopy class of each oriented loop CL with ai. For simplicity of 
notation, we will identify any z E ~1 (A/, 50) with its counterpart in G. 
Let f : C + C be any map. Because N(f) ‘: h I\ omotopy invariant, we may assume that 
we have chosen f so that the f(ai) = X, are reduced words in G. We will also assume 
that f(o) = 20 where D is the closure of a small neighborhood of 20. The components 
of the complement of D are mapped onto C in the manner determined by the Xi. We 
can think of these complementary regions as being divided into equal intervals, where 
the interior of each interval is mapped homeomorphically onto C, - 20 for some i. 
By construction, there is a fixed point in each interval in CL that is sent onto Ci, that is, 
for every o, or ai’ that appears in X,. The only other fixed point will be 20. Therefore, 
there are a finite number of fixed points. 
Definition 1.1 (compare [S, Lemma I .2]). Suppose that xj is the fixed point correspond- 
ing to the occurrence of a:i in f (a,,, ) = V’u:: v,7 where &j = A 1. Define 
wj = 1 v, > if E) = I, Ya,‘, if Ed = -1, 
and 
w, = 
if EJ = 1, 
if E] = -1. 
Ifzj=xathenW,=Wi==l. 
Note that the definitions of I45 and w,) depend on the exponent &j that is associated 
with the fixed point. Similarly, the fixed point index also depends on the exponent as 
follows: 
i 
-1. 
i(f,q) = 
if EJ = 1: 
+I, if EJ = -1 or zj = -CO. 
The index 1(IF,) of a fixed point class IF, is defined to be the sum of the indexes of all 
the fixed points in IF,. For the genera1 definition of index, see [ 1,2]. 
The following is a necessary and sufficient condition for two fixed points to belong to 
the same fixed point class. 
Lemma 1.2 ([8, Lemma 1.51). Twojxedpoints x1 and ~2 off : C + C are in the same 
jxed point class $ and only tf there is a solutiorl 2 to the equation in G. 
The following is a list of sufficient conditions on the words IVj and w, in G for two 
fixed points to be in the same fixed point class. 
Theorem 1.3 ([8, Theorem 3.11). Twofxedpoints x1 und 52 are in the same$xedpoint 
class if one of the following occurs: 
(1.1) w, = Ivz. 
Definitions 1.4. If two fixed points ~1 and 52 satisfy (1. l), (1.2) or (1.3) of Theorem 1.3, 
then we say that x1 and x2 are directly related. Suppose that x1 = yo, yl, . , ym, ym+l = 
x2 are fixed points. We say that ~1,. , ym are intermediute jxed points for xl and 52 
if yL and y,+l are directly related for each 0 < i < m. We also say that xl and x2 are 
related by irztermediate $xed points. Note that if xi and 52 are directly related, then they 
are also related by intermediate fixed points with m = 0. If any two fixed points which 
are in the same fixed point class are related by intermediate fixed points, then we say 
that f is W-churucteristic. 
Therefore, if f is W-characteristic, the conditions of Theorem 1.3 are sufficient to 
determine the fixed point classes and will enable us to calculate N(f). 
Definitions 1.5. Suppose S is a set of reduced words in the free group G and T E S*’ 
where S*’ is the set of words in B and their inverses. For each 2 E @‘, let M(T, 2) 
be the longest initial segment of T that cancels in the product Z-IT. Let M(T,S) be 
the longest of all the M(T, 2) where 2 # T. By definition, then, M(T-‘, S)-’ will 
be the longest terminal segment of T that cancels in any product TZ for 2 E S*‘. 
Therefore, we can write T = M(T,S)T’ = T”M(T-‘,S)-‘. If we can write T = 
AP(T; S)TM(T-‘: S)-’ where both sides of the equation are reduced and T # 1, then 
we call T the remnant oj’T in S. If every element in 9 has a remnant, then we say that S 
hots remnant. We will call each nontrivial AT(T. Z) a rnaxinrul common ,fkctor or MCF. 
The particular set of reduced words we are interested in in this paper is X = {Xl, 
. . . X,,} in G determined by a map f : C t C. Recall that Xi = f(ai) where the ui 
correspond to the generators of the fundamental group. If X has remnant, we say that f 
has remnant. 
Example 1.6. Suppose X = {X,. X1. X3} as follows: 
2 2 -I 
XI = ala2a, nz, 
-2 X2 = u:u,a,, ~ 
-1 
X3=w, . 
Since U:U~ is the longest initial segment of XI that cancels in 
then Al(Xl, X2) = a:~?. We can also see that Af (Xt, X,‘) = 1, AI(X,, X;‘) = 1~ 
AI(X,, X3) = 1 and AI(X,, X3-‘) = al. Therefore, AI(X,, X) = ~:a,~. 
Similarly, AI(X;‘,x) = 1. Al(X?. X) = nfn,, nr(x;‘,x) = Q, nl(xj.w) = a3 
and Al(Xj’,x) = (-LI. Thus Xt = a,(~,;‘nl, x2 = aj’ and 51’, = 1. By the definition, 
X1 and X2 have remnant, but X3 dots not and therefore, X, and the corresponding map 
f do not have remnant. 
One of the main results in [8] was the following: 
Theorem 1.7 ([S, Theorem 3.81). (f f : C + C ‘L, 15a mup Mhich has remnunt, then f is 
W-charucteristic. 
2. A formula for N(f) when f is simple and W-characteristic 
We are still considering maps f : C + C. For convenience, we use the term positive 
jixed point for a fixed point with positive index and negative,f_xed point for a fixed point 
with negative index. Furthermore. we will always assume that pi E { - 1, I} and that the 
fixed point xj lies on C,,!. 
We will now define another condition for x = {Xl,. . ,X7,}. 
Definition 2.1. If there are no maximal common factors of X or the only MCFs are 
iLI(X:‘, XT?) = AJ(Xj~E’, XIE’) = U, then we say that X and the corresponding map 
f : C + C are simple. 
For example, the map in the previous example was not simple because there are more 
than two MCFs. 
Following the notation of Kelly [7], let us define the following functions, 
(1) If S is a finite set of words, and X is a single word in G, define @s(X) to be the 
number of times any word or inverse of a word in S appears in X. 
(2) If X is some word in G, define 
2. ifX,=a,=X,and[Xi>l, 
Pn, (X) = 
i 
0, if X,? # ai and X, # ai. 
1. otherwise, 
where X,? and X, denote the initial and terminal letter in X, respectively. In particular, 
define 
P(X) = c PO, (XL) 
I<z<n 
and set 
i 
1 - P(W* if p(X) 3 2, 
g(X) = -1. ifp(X) = 1, 
1: if p(X) = 0. 
If X has an MCF U, we may suppose that X,$‘) = UT, for i = 1,2 and ~(a) E 
{ - I. I}. Define h(X) as follows: 
(1) 6(X) = 2 if Ue(X,, )s = n$J)&jz) for i = 1 or i = 2, and either Ix,, / > 1 or 
p(X) = 2; 
(2) 6(X) = 1 if 
(a) (5?,,), = a;!‘) and (X& = a$*) , U # 1 and either lx,, / > 1 for i = I,2 
or Ix,%) > I for i = 1 or i = 2 and p(X) # 1 or 
(b) &((x,,) = aqJ=(%;;*) for i = 1 or i = 2 and p(X) > 2; 
(3) S(X) = 0 otherwise. 
Theorem 2.2. If f is simple and W-characteristic then 
N(f) = c @a, (Xi) + 49 - =I<?, lq) (U) - I. 
9 
I <z<n 
Since the conditions of Theorem 1.3 are sufficient conditions for being in the same 
fixed point class, then we have the following result for any simple map f: 
Corollary 2.3. If f is simple then 
In order to prove Theorem 2.2, we need to consider more carefully the conditions 
which insure that two fixed points are directly related. 
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Lemma 2.4. Two fixed points XI and 22 are directly related if and only if for some cl 
and ~2, we can write XzF,’ = Zla~‘“’ and Xf,> = Z2adzE2 . . . where dk = -i( f, xk) 22 
and either 
(1) both jixed points are negative and 2, = 2, or 
(2) Xj iS pOSitiVe, Xk iS negative and Zk = ZjaLE’. 
Proof. (1) Suppose both fixed points are negative. We can write Xi,’ = Ziaz: . . and 
q = Z2(q . . . where by Definition 1.1, 
Zk = 
wk, if&k = 1, 
wk, if Ek = -1. 
Therefore, 21 and x2 are directly related, that is, one of the conditions of Theorem 1.3 
holds if and only if we can find some ~1 and ~2 such that Zi = Z2. 
(2) Suppose the fixed points have opposite index, in particular, 21 is positive and 22 
is negative. We can write Xi’ = ZiacE’ . and X” = Z2azl. . . where 7.2 
and 
z, = 1 w2 if ~2 = 1, w, if &2 = -1. 
One of the conditions of Theorem 1.3 holds if and only if there exist cl and &2 such that 
22 = Z,u-E’. 
(3) Both fixed points cannot be positive by [8, Claim 5.51. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that f is simple. If x1 is negative and x2 and x3 are positive, and 
x1 is directly related to both x2 and x3, then either 52 = x0 or x3 = x0. 
Proof. Suppose that neither x2 nor x3 are 20. By Lemma 2.4, there exist ~1 and ~2 such 
that X%T’ = ZoLE’a:: . . and XE2 = ZaiE2.. . . Similarly, there exist E{ and ~3 such 
that X:,’ = YacE’ai, . 4 and X:,’ = Ya:” . . 
Since ZazE2 and YaGE’ are both nontrivial common factors and S is simple, then either 
(~I,Q) = (ii,&:) d an (22,~~) = (i3:~3) or else (it,~t) = (i3,~a) and (iz,~~) = (ii,&‘,). 
In the first case, ZucEZ = YuG” and so Z = Y and (i2, ~2) = (i3, ~3) which implies 
that 52 = x3. 
In the second case, ~1 = -E; and so if we assume ~1 = 1 then 
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because the two occurrences of ai, correspond to the single fixed point 2’. Since (iz, ~2) = 
(i’,-l)and(ij,~g)=(i’~l),thenXi, =Ya,‘...=...a,‘Z-‘.IfZ=Ythena,‘= 
a -EZ, a contradiction, and so we assume that (21 > (Y( and therefore 2 = Ya,;‘Z’. Thus 2: 
Xi, = Ya,‘Z’a;,Y-’ = X”a,‘Z’-‘ui,Y-’ 
and so 
yq’z’a;, = X”a,‘Z’-‘. 
Since (Z’-‘), = ai,, we write 2’ = ail’Z” and so 
Ya,Cz%z;, = X”U;‘Z”-‘a;, 
Therefore Z”u,, = a;‘Z”-’ = (Z”Q,)-’ w IC IS a contradiction since G is a free h’ h 
group. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that f is simple. If x’ is positive and 12 and x3 are negative, and 
x’ is directly related to both 22 and 23, then x’ = x0. 
Proof. Suppose that 2’ # 20. By Lemma 2.4, there exist E’ and ~2 such that Xz:’ = 
2,~:~’ . and XE? = Za-E’~E’ , . . 
II 12 2, b? ’ and similarly, there exist E” and ~3 such that X:,; = 
yqE; . . -5; and X2 = Yai, a:?’ . . 
Since ZacE’ and Ya,“’ are both nontrivial common factors and f is simple, then either 
(i,,~,) = (i,:~;) d an (22,~) = (i3,~3) or else (i’, E’) = (i3,~~) and (i2,~) = (iI,&{). 
In the first case, Z = Y and (iz, ~2) = (i3, ~3) which implies that x2 = x3. 
In the second case, E’ = -E/I and so if we assume E’ = 1 then 
Xi, = Za,, . = . . ai, y-’ E Zai, ye’ 
and also Xi, = Ya,‘X = . a;‘Z-‘. Since 
/Xi,) = /ZI + /Y/ + 1 = JY/ + IX’\ + 1 
then lX’( = (Zi an so X’ = Z-’ which implies that 22 = 23. d 0 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that f is simple. If x’ and 22 are negative and x3 # x0 is positive 
and x’ is directly related to both 52 and x3, then x’ and x2 are both directly related to 
X0’ 
Proof. Suppose that x3 # 50. By Lemma 2.4, there exist &I and ~2 such that XE’ = 
Za,E,’ . 4 and X%7 = 2~:; . . and similarly, there exist E{ and ~3 such that Xi, = 
YaiE3aE; . . ani XE’ = Ya,” . 
If Z ‘L 1 then bgth x1 and 22 are directly related to x0. Otherwise, since Z and 
YQ are both nontrivial common factors and f is simple, either (il , ~1) = (il , E{ ) and 
(i2,Q) = (ix, Q) or else (i’:~‘) = (i3,~3) and (i2,~2) = (ill&{). 
In the first case, 2 = Yai” and (i?, ~1) = (ii> ~3) which implies that Xi2 is not 
reduced. 
In the second case, ~1 = -8, and so if we assume ~1 = 1 then 
Xi, = zai, . = . . q,Q--’ = za,,ay 
and also X,, = Yu;‘X’ = ai, Z-t. Since 
/X,,(=(Z/+/Y/+2=/Y(+IX’l+l 
then IX’1 = IZ( + 1 and so X’ = n,,Z-’ which implies that X,, is not reduced. 0 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose thut f is simple. If ~1. x-2 und ~3 are negative and x1 is directly 
related to both 22 and x3, then ~1 trnd either 2:~ or ~3 are directly related to ~0. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, there exist ~1 and E? such that Xt,’ = Zag: . . and X:2’ = Zaff . . 
and similarly, there exist E: and ~3 such that X$ = Ya:/ . and XFTi = YaZ: . . 
If Z = 1 or Y = 1 then xi and either x2 or Q are directly related to 20. Otherwise, 
since Z and Y are both nontrivial common factors and X is simple, then either (ii, EJ ) = 
(~I,E{) and (i?,~?) = (‘.> .) z-( EJ or else (ii,&,) = (i3:~3) and (i2,&2) = (il:~{). 
In the first case, 2 = Y and (, i?,~) = (i3,~3) which implies that x2 = x3. 
In the second case, ~1 = -E{ and so if we assume ~1 = 1 then 
xi, = ZUi, ‘. f = . ..n.,y-’ = Z&,Y_’ 
and also X,, = Yai,X’ = . ..af.Z-‘. Since 
IX<,/ = JZ + (YI + 1 = (YI + IX’1 + 1 
then (X’( = 121 an so X’ = Z-’ which implies that 22 = 5s. d 0 
Lemma 2.9. If f is W-characteristic and simple rmd two negative fixed points x1 and 
x2 are directly related, then 
(1) at least one of the two jixed points is directly related to x0, or 
(2) U # 1, /X,J # 1, and (x,,)S = a5ii) for i = 1,2. Furthermore, the two fixed 
points form a single jixed point cluss. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.4, there exist ~1 and &2 such that XL:’ = ZaZ,’ . .. and X:,’ = 
Z&2 . . . . 
17 Z = 1, then either IVj or II’, is trivial for i = 1,2 and therefore both points are 
directly related to x0. 
Suppose 2 is nontrivial. If a,, ” = a::, then xl and x2 would not be distinct and so Z 
must be an MCF. Since U is the only MCF in X, then Z = U and 
X0) = uo;~‘) . . 
Pi 
and XE(‘) = UQ,:(~) . . 
cll 
If Ix, ( = 1 for either i = 1 or i = 2, then one of the fixed points is directly related 
to X(). 
Let us suppose then that lx,, / # I. Clearly, (x,,),5 = a:!‘) for i = 1: 2 and so we 
only need to show that neither point can be directly related to any other. 
However, since X is simple, then if a third fixed point 5s was directly related to either 
x-1 and ~2, then Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 would imply that either zi or LC~ is directly related 
to 20. 0 
Lemma 2.10. ff f is W-charcrL,teristic, and simple, 2-1 # 20 is positive, :r? is negative 
md .c t arrd Q are directly wluted, then either 
( 1 ) .c? is directly related to .X-O, or 
(2) u # 1. IX,# 1 # 1, and there is CM occurretwe of uq, 
-qp !, III U(x,,)s. Fur- 
thermore, the txv fixed poirzts ,fi)rm a sirlgle jixed point class. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, if .ri and .Q are directly related there exists cl and Ed such that 
Xt’ z Zags” . and XI:? = ZatTi’~ff . where zaEE’ is a nontrivial common factor. 
Therefore, if we assume that XG,“’ = Za,'(') . . and Xt; = Zn,‘(‘)a$) . : then 
there is an occurrence of n,, -‘(‘) E(2) in U(si;,,),. u2? 
Suppose that another fixed point 23 is directly related to xl. By Lemma 2.4, q can 
only be negative and therefore, by Lemma 2.6, xi = ICO. 
If .Q were directly related to 1‘2 then Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 imply that .Q is directly 
related to :QJ. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By the lemmas above, a fixed point class @‘i must have one of 
the following forms: 
(II Fz = {Xi}. 
(2) IF, = {cl. .r>} where ~1 and .Q are both negative, U # I, (x,,)s = use” and 
IX,> 1 > 1 for i = I, 2. 
(3) IF, = (21, x2) where _ci and 52 are of opposite index and result from occurrences 
of (L-W& or its inverse in U. 
(4: F, = ‘{:rt . D} where 21 and .Q are of opposite index and U,(x,(), = a$J)aiji) 
and ]xql 1 > 1. 
(5) IF, contains z(i. No positive fixed points are directly related to z() by Lemma 2.4, 
and a negative fixed point is directly related to 20 only if u’ = 1 or w = 1 which, 
by Definition 1.1, implies that the fixed point results from an occurrence of a, at the 
beginning or end of X,. Therefore, there are p(X) such fixed points. Suppose that xl is 
negative and directly related to 20. 
(a) If ~2 # ~(1 is positive and directly related to xl, then X,, = ZU~_~~U,E; and 
XT2 = Za,” . Therefore, U = 2~:~’ and U,,(x,,), = a,ELa:: and ixi, / L I. Since 
U only occurs in two positions, there can be at most one positive fixed point of this type. 
If there is another fixed point 23 which is directly related to 52 but not to 20, then x3 is 
negative and by Lemma 2.6, sz = .r(I. 
(b) If z? is negative and directly related to 21 but not directly related to :CO, then 
X,, = Uug, and Xz2 = cTa:t . where IX,, ) = 1. Since U only occurs twice, there is 
only one such fixed point of this form. Suppose there is another nixed point q that is 
directly related to 22 but not to ~(1. If .Q is negative then, by Lemma 2.8, 22 is directly 
related to ~(1. If x3 is positive then, by Lemma 2.7, T? is directly related to x0. 
Notice that the conditions of (5a) and (5b) cannot both occur. Therefore, the class 
containing ~0 contains p(X) negative fixed points and at most one other point. 
To calculate N(f), we wish to count one for every essential class. There are 
c iGzGn Qa, (Xi) + I total fixed points including x0. Therefore, 
N(f) = c @5a,(X,) + 1 - CEi 
l<i<n F , 
where 
E, = lIF,I, 
{ 
if IF? is inessential, 
IF%1 - 1, if IFi is essential. 
We now calculate Ei for each type of fixed point class listed above. 
(I) 1Fi is essential with one fixed point and so E, = 0. 
(2) IFi is essential with two fixed points and so Ef = 1. 
(3) There are @a4E(l~ag(,i (U) fixed point classes of this type and they are all inessential. 
Since each one has’two Axed points. then 
c Ei = 2@,;scs,,;cs, (U) 
2 3 
where we are summing just over these classes. 
(4) IFi is inessential with two fixed points and so Ei = 2. 
(5) Now consider the fixed point class IF; containing x0. Suppose there are only 1 +p(X) 
fixed points in IFi. If p(X) = 1, then F+, is inessential and E, = 2. If p(X) = 0, then 
E, = 0 and if p(X) > 1 then E, = p(X). Notice that 1 - Ei = a(X). 
Suppose there is an additional positive fixed point as in (5a) contained in IF,. If p(x) = 
1 then IFi contains three fixed points and is essential and so Ei = 2 = 1 - C(X). If 
p(X) = 2 then Fi is an inessential class containing four fixed points and so E, = 4 = 
1 - cr(X) + 2. If p(X) > 2 then IF, is essential and contains p(x) + 2 fixed points and 
soE,=p(X)+l=I-a(X)+l. 
Suppose there is a negative fixed point as in (5b) contained in IF,. If p(X) = 1 
then IF, is an essential class containing three fixed points and so Ei = 2 = 1 - C(X). 
If p(X) > 1 then Fi is an essential class containing p(X) + 2 fixed points and so 
E,==p(X)+l=l-a(X)+l. 
We have defined S(W) so that 
c J-5 = 2@a,.i.:a;i,) (U) + 1 - c$x) + 6(X) 
Hz 
and therefore 
3. Certain classes of simple maps 
For the rest of this paper. we will be considering maps F : P + P of the pants surface. 
To match the notation of Kelly [7], we will set n = at and b = bl. We let f = F# : C + C 
and say that F is simple and W-characteristic if f is simple and W-characteristic. Given 
that F is simple and U # 1 is the only possible MCF, we define the following classes 
of maps which are based on the types in [7]. Remember that we can assume that the X, 
are reduced. 
Tr: X2 = 1 and there are no MCFs. 
Tz: Either there are no MCFs and XI and Xl are nontrivial or Xt = liXr CT-’ and 
X,# 1. 
T?(a): Xt = lJxt and Xl = lJx, where zt and x2 are nontrivial. 
TX(b): X, = V”‘. X2 = V”? where V # 1 and sr 3 s? > 0. 
T?(c): Xr = Uxt and X2 = U where xl # 1. 
Tq: XI = Ux,, X2 = XlU-’ where 51, and xz are nontrivial. 
Ts: XI = rn1rn?xl, X2 = rnr’ where mlm2 E {ulaz,a~a,,a;‘a;‘. ~;‘a;‘} and 
if xr # I then (xl), = rnz. 
We say that F, f and X have gpe T, if x satisfies condition T,. 
This classification is complete in the sense that 
Theorem 3.1 (compare ]7, Theorem 1.41). Given any map F : P + P, there exists a 
map F’: P + P such that AlF[F] = AfF[F’]. N(F) = N(F’) and F’ has a type. 
In the following sections, we will prove 
Theorem 3.2. !f F: P -t P is of type Tz, TJ or T5, then AlF[F] = N(F). 
4. Maps with remnant of the pants surface 
Suppose that F: P 3 P is a self-map of the pants surface. Let f : C + C be the 
map which corresponds to the induced map of the fundamental group and recall that 
TV = N(F). 
Since maps of types T2: T3(a) and Ta have remnant, we can apply Theorem 2.2 to 
calculate N(F) and compare it to the formula for MF[F] which is given by Kelly [7] 
for each type. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppow F : P 3 P is of type T2, then F is a Wecken map. 
Proof. By the definition of Tz, either there are no MCFs or X = UXU-’ where 
x # 1~ Y # 1. By Theorem 2.2, 
N(F) = (a,(X) + @h(Y) + n(X) - 2@p,,(U) - 6(X) 
and from [7], 
Afwq = @a(X) + @b(Y) + ~{n6.1LI,-I.IL~l/,.(,~ %-l]KJ) 
+ $4l (Us) + c(X) + x2 
where 
I 
-1, if U,X, = aa or X,U,:’ = ncr or p,(Z) = 2, 
A2 = 0, if U, = b’ and p(,(x) < 2. 
+l. otherwise. 
Therefore, 
AJF[Fl - N(F) = @n(X) + @{,1h.<!b ‘.(I%A--I}(U) + Qcl(U.5) + AZ 
-@ja(X) + 2@,,z(U) + 6(X). 
Since X = UXU-’ then pi,(X) = 9,,(x) + 29, (U) and therefore Sp, (x) - Gn (X) = 
-2@,(U). Let us now consider 
P = ~{ab.ab-‘,o-‘b.a~Ib~’ }(W +2@,,,(U) + @,L(US). 
Suppose [J = ~“1 b”l . . air~r’ bd~~lt then 
2@,,(U) = 2 c @n<l(an~) = 2 1 (lCF,i - I) + 2 - 2@,(U,) 
I<%<?77 
=2!@,(U) - 2m + 2 - 2&1:,) 
and 
Qj~ab,ab~l.n-‘b.n-lb-‘~(U) = 2rr! - 3 + @c,(US) + @b(Ue). 
Therefore, 
p=2m- 3+Qj,(U5) +@b(U,) + (2@,,(U) -2rn+2 -2@,(U,)) +@,(LL) 
= 2QCL(U) - I + @h(U?) 
and so 
I\IF[F] - N(F) = -2Qp,,(U) -p + x1_ + 6(x) = @b(ljf) - 1 + A?_ + h(x). 
We let E = AJF[F] - .V(F) and show that, for all possible values of AZ, we have 
E = 0. 
(1) Suppose A?- = -1. 
(a) If pCL(x) < 2 then 6(X) = 2 and U,. = n and so E = 0 - I - 1 + 2 = 0. 
(b) If pa(x) = 2 then b(X) = 1. Since 5?, = x, = n, then U, = (U-‘);I # uE 
and so @b(Up) = 1 and therefore E = I - 1 - 1 + 1 = 0. 
(2) If AZ = 0 then 6(X) = 0 and @,(Uc2) = I and so E = I - 1 + 0 - 0 = 0. 
(3) If AZ = I then, by definition. b(X) = 0. Since U, = a’ then @b(Ue) = 0 and 
therefore E = 0 - I + 1 + 0 = 0. 
We have demonstrated that every map of this type is Wecken. 0 
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose that F : P 3 P is of type Ts(a), then 
MF[F] -N(F) = min(Xs, 0(X)) - c(W) + 6(X) + 2Ga-tb(U) 
3 -3 + @,m,,(U) 
where 
-- 
-2, ifX,Y, = a.6, 
x3 = 
-1, if X3 # -2 and either U,x, = b-‘a, U,Y, = a-‘b 
or Qa-jb(U) > 0, 
i-1. otherwise. 
Proof. Since F is of type rJ(a), then X = Uy and Y = UT where x and 7 are 
nontrivial and U is the only MCF. By Theorem 2.2, 
N(F) = Qa(X) +&(Y) + g(X) - 2@‘a-~b(U) - S(X) 
and from [7], 
MF[F] = Q,(X) + @b(Y) + min(Xs, a(x)). 
Since X, = Y,, then p(X) < 3 and so c(X) 3 -2. Therefore, min(As,a(w)) 3 -2 and 
AlF[F] - N(F) = min(Xs, cr(X)) - 0(X) + S(X) + 2Ga-1b(U) 
3 -2 - I + 0 + 2Ga-‘b(U) = -3 + Qa-lb(U) 
since As >; -2 and 6(X) 3 0. 0 
Notice that we can make MF[F] -N(F) arbitrarily large by increasing the occurrences 
of a-‘b or b-la in U. 
Example 4.3. Let fin : C + C be a map such that X = (bV’a)“a and Y = (b-‘a)“b-‘. 
Recall that P is homotopy equivalent to C and let i : C + P and T : P + C be the 
corresponding maps. Define F,,, = i o frill o r : P -+ P. Since F, has type TX(a) and 
g(X) = -1, 6(X) = 0 and As = -1, then MF[F,] - N(F,) = -1 + 1 + 0 + 2m = 
2m. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that F : P + P is of qpe T4, then F is a Week-en map. 
Proof. Since F is of type T4, then X = UT and Y = YlJ-’ where x and F are 
nontrivial and U is the only MCF. By Theorem 2.2, 
N(F) = @a(X) + @b(Y) + Q(X) - 2@ba(U) - 6(x) 
and from 171, MF[F] = Ga(X) + @b(Y) + r where 
(1) r = x4 - @{ab,ba} (u) - 2 if 
(a) z = ax’ and P = Y’b or 
(b) x = ax’ and U, = b or 
(c) 7 = Y'b and Lr, = 0-I: 
(II) r = Xq-@{rrb,~lrr}(Ut ([M)‘) - I if not (I) and U = Ut (b~)~Uz where G&(1/2) = 0; 
(111) 7 = U(X) if neither (I) nor (II) 
and XJ is defined by 
1 
+I. ifX:,#n, Y,‘j-bandU,,=C’orb, 
x4= 0. if U,\ = (1, or h- ’ and p,,(X:) + P#,!) < 2, 
-1. otherwise. 
We let 
E = AIF[F] - N(F) = T - CT(X) + @‘o,,(U) + 6(X) 
and we will prove that E = 0 in each of these cases. 
(I) In this case. E = XJ - ~(3%) + d(X) + 111 - 2 where 
PI = 2@‘ha(V - @{&,hrr} (73 = @xl (II) - @U/,(U). 
Suppose that U = CL”’ Vi1 . ~1’~~~’ Vifa8. If o,, and ;j, have the same sign or if pi and o,+t 
have the same sign, then we will call (02. ij,) or (ilj!, ~i+~) a same exponent pair or SEP 
of U. If :jr,! OL,+I > 0 or 0 , : ,ic, < 0. then the SEP is said to be positive and if ,&, a,+ 1 < 0 
or pi, fi( > 0, then the SEP is said to be negrrti~v. Notice that pl is the number of positive 
SEPs of U minus the number of negative SEPs of U. If we consider the SEPs in order 
of occurrence. we see that positive SEPs and negative SEPs must alternate and therefore 
-I <p, < 1. 
(a) Suppose x = uX’ and Y = by’. Since li, # CL-’ or h, then the last SEP is 
positive. 
(i) If XJ = 1, then U(X) = I. Since U,, # (IF’ or b, then the last SEP is positive 
and so pt = I. If X’ = I or Y’ = I. then X6, = a or Y, = b, which contradicts 
X1 = 1 and so 6(x5) = 1. Therefore. E = I - I + 1 + I - 2 = 0. 
(ii) If X3 = 0, then the first SEP is negative and so pI = 0. If p(X) = I, then X’ 
and Y’ are both nontrivial. so d‘(X) = 1 and g(X) = - I. If p(X) # I, then by 
the definition of X1, p(x) = 2 and so CJ(JC) = -1 and b(X) = I. Therefore. 
E=O+1+1+0-2=0. 
(iii) If X4 = -I, then U5 = (I or I)-’ and X, = (I and Y, = b. Therefore, a(x) = -2, 
the word U starts with a negative SEP, and b(W) = 1. Thus, ~1 = 0 and E = 
-1+2+1+0-2=0. 
(b) Suppose that X = ax’ and U,, = h. The last SEP must be negative and if X’ # I 
or p(W) = 2, then 6(X) = 2. If X’ = I and p(x) > 2, then 6(X) = 1 and X, = a. 
Otherwise. S(x) = 0. 
(i) If XJ = I. then rr(kC) = I and the first SEP is positive which implies that pt = 0. 
Since X, # u, then X’ # I and so 6(X) = 2. Therefore, E = 1- I +2+0-2 = 0. 
(ii) If X3 = 0, then a(x) = -I and the first SEP is negative, which implies that 
pl = -I. If X’ is nontrivial. then b(X) = 2. If not, then X, = w and either X, = a 
or Y, = b. Therefore. p(X) = 2 and 6(X) = 2. So E = 0 + I + 2 - I - 2 = 0. 
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(iii) If XJ = - 1. then a@) = -2 and the first SEP is negative. which implies that 
vI = -I. Since X’ # I, then 6(x) = 2 and therefore, E = - I +2+2- I -2 = 0. 
(II) In this case, E = XJ - o(x) + 6(x) +p? - I where 
P? = 2@iho(U) - @{f&.ha} (Iit @a)‘). 
Since @ibn (U) = @on (U, (ba)“) + @,, (mum) w h ere 111 = n or h-‘. then @,,rL(7~ll~~) = 0. 
Therefore, pz = @&(UI (ba)E) -Qrrb(Ul (ha)‘) which is just the number of positive SEPs 
of Ii, (ba)’ minus the number of negative SEPs of U, (ba)‘. Clearly, U, (ixx)’ always ends 
with a 
(a) 
(b) 
(cl 
positive SEP. Furthermore, since (II) holds. then S(X) = 0 by definition. 
If X4 = 1 then g(X) = 1 and the first SEP is positive. Therefore, JQ = 1 and 
E=l-I+O+I-I==O. 
If XJ = 0, then a(X) = - 1 and the first SEP is negative. Therefore, ~2 = 0 and 
E=0+ 1+0+0- 1 =o. 
If XJ = - 1, then c(X) = -2 and the first SEP is negative. Therefore. pl = 0 
andE=-1+2+0$-O-1=0. 
(III) In this case, @bcL(U) = 0, 6(X) = 0 and T = g(X). Therefore. 
AlF[F] - LV(F) = c(x) - (g(x) - 2@,,(U) ~ 6) = 0. 0 
5. Maps without remnant of the pants surface 
We now consider F: P + P where P is the pants and 
or T5. 
AlF[F] - N(F) = 
2K - 1 +/I q-L(F) 3 0 
2Af- I +p ifI/ <o 
where 
I 4x) 
if F is of type rJ(b). 
F has type T, , Tj (b). Tj;(c) 
> min(A+. K) - 2 
Proof. Since F is of type Tl or T?(b), then X = V/“’ and Y = V”’ where s, 3 s3 3 0. 
By [8, Theorem 2.11, N(F) = [L(F)[, where jL(F)j = IA+ -A-[. If F is of type T,, 
then from [7], MF[F) = Q,(X) + XI = At + A- - 1 + XI where 
-I, 
A, = 
if CL appears in X, 
+I: otherwise. 
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If F is of type T3(b), then MF[F] = 9,(X) + @b(Y) + g(X) = A+ + A- - 1 + c(W). 
Therefore, 
2A!- - 1 if MF[F] - N(F) { t/l, L(F) 3 0, = 
2A+-l+/L. if L(F) f 0, 
where P = XI if F is of type TI and 1-1 = g(X) if F is of type Ta(b). Since X, = Y, 
and X, = Ye, then P 3 - 1. By definition, At 3 - 1 and therefore MF[F] - N(F) > 
min(A+, A-) - 2. 0 
We can make MF[F] - N(F) arbitrarily large by increasing the number of both 
positive and negative fixed points. 
Example 5.2 [7]. Let fm be a map of C such that X = (bab-‘u-‘)~~o, and Y = 1 
and define F, = i o fnL o T. There are m + 1 positive fixed points and m + 1 negative 
fixed points and so L(&,) = 0. Therefore, since F, is of type Tt, then p = I and 
MF[F,] - N(F,) = 2(m + 1) - I - I = 2m. 
Example 5.3. Let fm be a map of C such that X = (o-‘b)oL+k and Y = (u-lb)“+’ 
where k > 2 and define F,, = i o fir, o r : P + P. There are m + k + 1 positive fixed 
points and m + 1 negative fixed points and so L(F,,) = k > 0. Since b = g(X) = -1, 
then MF[F,] - N(F,) = 2(m + I) - 2 = 2m. 
Theorem 5.4. rf F: P + P is of type 7’?(c), then APF[F] - N(F) > ~cD~-,~(U) - 2. 
Proof. Since F is of type TV, then X = Ux and Y = U. We do not know whether 
or not f is W-characteristic, but by Corollary 2.3 we have 
N(F) < @a(X) + @b(Y) - 2Qi,-l&J) + CJ(X) - 6(X). 
From 171, 
MF[F] = @ia + @b(Y) + min(X_i, a(x)) 3 Qa(X) + @b(Y) + g(X) - 2 
and so 
&‘F[F] - N(F) 2 2@,-1,(U) + 6(X) - 2 3 2@,-lb(U) - 2. 
Therefore, if a map in this class has more than one occurrence of u-lb or b-‘a in U, 
then the map is non-Wecken. 0 
Example 5.5. Let fin. be a map of C such that X = (~‘b)““+‘b and Y = (uP1b)“+’ 
and let F, = i o fm o T. Then AfF[F,] - N(F,,2) 3 2(m + 1) - 2 = 2m. 
Theorem 5.6. If F : P + P is qf type Ts, then F is a Wecken mup. 
Proof. Since F is of type Ts, then X = rnlm2X, Y = rnr’ where mtm2 E {ub,bu, 
a-lb-‘, b-‘a-‘} and x # I implies that FP = m?. 
(I) If X = a’b”ib’ and Y = a-’ then we will find a map which has the same Nielsen 
number and minimum number as F and is W-characteristic. Define 4) $J : C -+ C by 
4(a) = b-la, d(b) = b, @(a) = ba, g,(b) = b and note that 4 and $ are homotopy 
inverses of each other. If we set @ = i o 4 o r and 9 = i 0 $ 0 r, then @ 0 !P = 
aodoroio$~or = ioc$o$or N ior N idlp and similarly for PO@. Define F’ = @oFop. 
By the commutativity of the Nielsen number, N(F) = N(F’) and by [2, Lemma 15.11, 
AfF[F’] = MF[F]. Now X’ = F;(a) = b’q5(X)b” and Y’ = FL(b) = c’b’. 
(1) If E = 1 then X’ = b$(X)b and Y’ = a-lb. By definition, 4(x), = b-’ 
only if x, = b-’ which would imply that X was not reduced. Therefore, either X’ 
is already reduced or c5(x)s = h-’ which implies that x,9 = a. If x = ax’, then 
X’ = b(F’a)4(X’)b = a&?‘)b. If d(x’), = a-’ then x: = a-’ which would 
imply that X was not reduced and so there can be no further cancellation. Therefore, 
Y’ = ~‘0 and X’ = b4(X)b or X’ = u@(?)b. If we let Y” = bY’b_’ = ba-’ 
and X” = bX’b-’ = b*c$(%) or bat+@), then J$” = {X”, Y”} is of type TX(a) and 
the resulting map f” is homotopic to f’ = FL. If we define F” = i o f” o r, then 
F” N i 0 f’ 0 r N F’ by the homotopy equivalence of P and C. By Theorem 4.2, 
N(F”) = MF[F”] and so N(F) = MF[F]. 
(2) Similarly, if E = -1, then Y’ = b-la and either X’ = b-‘@(X)bk’ or X’ = 
bP’c@‘)u-‘. Therefore, X’ = {X’.Y’} IS of type 7’?(a) and so N(F) = N(F’) = 
MF[F’] = MF[F]. 
(II) Suppose that x = 1. We will prove that X is both W-characteristic and Wecken. 
By [71, MF[F] = @a(X) + @b(Y) + g(X) - 2p,(Xe). 
(I) X = ub, Y = b6’. In this case MF[F] = 1. There are three fixed points, 20, 2’ 
and x2 in order of occurrence and PVC’ = 1 = WI and p’ = b-’ = IV,. Therefore, there 
is only one essential fixed point class and so N(F) = 1 = MF[F]. Notice also that 
since the fixed point class was determined by the IV, and w,, then f is W-characteristic. 
(2) X = bu, Y = up’. In this case, MF[F] = 0. There are only two fixed points, 
2” and x’, which are in the same class since WC’ = 1 = WI. Since they have opposite 
index, N(F) = 0 = MF[F] and F is also W-characteristic. 
(3) x = a- ‘b-’ Y = a. In this case. MF[F] = 2. There are only two fixed , 
points, 20 and 5’ , and they are not directly related. By Lemma 1.2, they are in the same 
fixed point class if and only if there is a solution in the free group G to the equation 
z = lVc’f(z)lV’ = S(z)u-‘. This would imply that z,~ = f(z), which cannot happen 
in this case. Therefore the two fixed points are in different classes, f is W-characteristic 
and N(F) = 2 = MF[F]. 
(4) If X = bK’a_‘, Y = b then MF[F] = 1. There are three fixed points and only 
x0 and Q are directly related. If x’ is in the same class as the other two fixed points 
then there exists z E G such that z = abf(z). This equality holds only if zs = a or 
f(~),~ = bp’a-’ which also implies that z,~ = a. Thus, 
z = uz’ = abb-‘a&+‘) = f(d) 
and so f(z)), = a. However, this implies that zi = u-l contradicting the fact that z is 
reduced. Therefore, F is W-characteristic and N(F) = 1 = MF[F]. 
(III) Suppose that X = Vrr’??~’ and Y = 6’. Since only the initial b’ can cancel 
from X, then ~D~(f(z)) = cD~,(~)@,,(X) w h ere Q,,(X) 3 2. Let A = Q”(z). If two fixed 
points satisfy the equation z = l~I’,-‘j(s)l17~ then 
A = A@,(X) + @n(12’,) + @,,(V>) - E 
where E depends on the cancellation between the 11; and f(z). Now if @,(cC;) > 0, 
then an n or u-’ in IV, is cancelled only if l17! is cancelled with X-’ which would 
imply that r/t: is cancelled completely. Therefore E = 0 or E = 2G3,(Mii) or E = 
2@,(W,) +2@,(W). 
We will show that if two lixed points are in the same fixed point class then they are 
directly related and so f is W-characteristic. 
(I) If Qia(X) = 2 then X = h’tr’h?np, Y = by’ and there are four fixed points 
TO,. . . . ~3 in order of occurrence. 
(a) If E = I, then X = hrrb?u and Y = b-‘. Now 5’ and ICY are directly related 
since W’ = TV = I,VTj and ZQ and 2” are also directly related since r/l/’ = I = wz. 
Suppose that zI is in the same class as CO. then there exists z E G such that 
i= lV’;‘p(z)Wl = f(z)o and so A = 2A. However, A = 0 implies that z = 
bB = kJb, a contradiction. Therefore. there are two fixed point classes and so f 
is W-characteristic. 
(b) If E = -I, then X = be- rc ’ _’ b? (IF’ and Y = b. Since IV” = IV3 = I, then 2” and 
23 are directly related. If z = l17jP’f(z)lI’J, then 
A = 2A + @,,(\I;) + @,,(11;) - E 
and so 
E = A + @,(U;) + @<,(11:,). 
If lit; = 1 and Qn(ll:,) 3 I. then E > 0 and so z = az’ = W-‘Xf(z’). If 
117,, = WI then ILZ = b7(1 -’ .f(z’) and if 11; = II’1 then az’ = f(z’). In both 
cases f(z’) must start with (I which can only happen when z’ starts with c’, a 
contradiction. Therefore neither 2’ nor .I*? are in the fixed point class containing 
z. and 21. If zl and .zz are in the same fixed point class then z = U7,~‘f(z)W? 
and 
A=2@,(X)+@,(W,)+@,(II;)-E=2A+l+2-E. 
Thus, E = A + 3 > 2@,,(117,) which implies that r/t’, must cancel completely and 
so 
I -I 
3=,ZCL = w,‘f(i’)xcv~ = (ab)f(z’). 
However. f(z’)<, = 6’ implies that ,z: = (I, a contradiction, and therefore f is 
W-characteristic. 
(2) If Qau(X) 3 3 then 
A = A@,(X) + @,(IT,) + @<,(Wz) - E > (A - 2)@,(X) > 3A - 6 
and so A < 3 
(a) If .4 = 0 then E = 0 and @,(IIrl) = 0 = @,,,(~VJ). If II-1 = II> then the fixed 
points are directly related. If II, = b*’ and II> = I then z = h,’ = b”h- ‘*j, a 
contradiction. If II’, = r’,’ and II> = 0~’ then r2 = h’ and so II, = r2 and the 
fixed points are directly related. 
(b) If A = 1 then 1 = Q<,(X) + @,,(HT1) + @,,(IT72) ~ E and so E > 0. Since A = I 
then only one of the II; can be completely cancelled and so we assume that E = 
2@, (T-I’, ) and t = rrh? = II,-‘Xh-‘7II-~. If X = IIT, then X = b-‘n-‘X’n-’ 
and Y = b which implies that II-2 = 1, a contradiction. If X = II;<1 and II-1 = 1 
then by definition. FI = 1 and so .ri and .rz are directly related. 
(c) If A = 2, then 2 = 2@,(X) + Gp,(II’~) + @p,,(14T2) - E and so E > 0. Now 
E = 2~3,,(11~1) would imply that 
2 = 2@,,(X) - @,(II_,) +Gn(IIl) 3 Q,(X) 3 3. 
Therefore. E = 2@,, (Ir,‘i ) + 3Gc1 (111) and so 
z = (I b’ n i -’ = (II,-‘X)b-‘:j(X-‘ItS). 
Thus, II’,-‘X = n and X-‘II.? = (I-’ which implies that X = II’IQ = II>cc and 
so :I’1 = .1’2. 
From (71. 
AIF[F] = @c,(X) + @h(Y) + (T(X) - 2/&,(X.). 
Since F is W-characteristic and U = b’. then from Theorem 2.2. 
IV(F) = @(,(X) + @jr,(Y) + Q!L) ~ h-(x). 
If X = baXa and Y = b-’ then 6(x) = 2 and p,(X,) = I and therefore lllFIF] = 
JJ(F). 
If X = b-r,, -lJ&-l and Y = h, then S(X) = 0 and pn(X,,) = 0 and therefore 
MF[F] = N(F). 0 
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